BEYOND THE CLOUDS is a sequence of four “impossible love stories”, all based on stories from Michelangelo Antonioni’s volume of stories “This Bowling Alley on the Tiber” and staged by himself. Since the mid 1980s, Antonioni suffered from the aftereffects of a stroke, which left him mentally unaffected but took his ability to speak. For years, making a new film remained only a dream for him. Until the producers managed to put a project together, which he was able to direct. The insurance companies’ condition was that another director could fill in if Antonioni’s handicap became a problem.

Wenders assumed this role and accompanied the film from the beginning without ever having to interfere. He staged a frame story with a “director” (John Malkovich), conceiving the four love stories. These stories take place in Ferrara, Portofino, Aix en Provence and Paris.

As Antonioni says: “In search of the true image, this absolute and mysterious reality which nobody will ever see!”
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